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1. INTRODUCTION   

An image hash is a discriminative and robust

summary of an image[1]. Since images often un-

dergo various manipulations during distribution,

including compression, enhancement, geometrical

distortions, and analog-to-digital conversion, that

may preserve the perceptual value, the crypto-

graphic hash functions, which map arbitrary length

data to a small and fixed number of bits[2], cannot

be employed for image hashing. The aim of image

hashing is to make the hashes of the perceptually

similar images as close as possible in a metric

space. The basic requirements of an image hashing

system are robustness, pairwise independence, and

database search efficiency[1,3].

The ideal hash function should provide an iden-

tifier for an image, even if presented in a different

shape or form, by allowing for some modification,

but only up to the amount that the human percep-

tual system cannot discern. As shown in Fig. 1,

all image hashing methods implicitly assume that

there exists a perceptual bound of each image,

which should not be overlapped with that of other

images. The perceptual bound is defined as the

maximum amount of distortion that the image hash

can allow while still providing identity verification.

In Fig. 1, the hash h1’ of the distorted image x1’

is within both the human perceptual bound and the

Hamming sphere (decision boundary of binary

hash matching) of the hash h1 of the original image

x1. On the other hand, the hash h2’ of the distorted

image x2’ is within the perceptual bound but out

of the Hamming sphere of the corresponding origi-

nal hash h2. This is due to the mismatch between

the human perceptual bound and the arbi-

trary-chosen Hamming sphere which has been

conventionally used for hash matching. One way
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to overcome this discrepancy is designing the im-

age hash function carefully so that the decision

boundary in the hash space resembles the percep-

tual bound in the image space. However, con-

structing a perceptually relevant hash function is

not a trivial task, since modeling human perception

using a condensed representation is an intricate

task. It is currently almost impossible, or at least

not feasible, to include all the discriminant image

information in a series of hash bits. Instead of de-

signing a perceptually relevant hash function, we

propose a hash matching method that incorporates

the perceptual bound of the hash from the query

image.

The perceptual bound of the hash is defined as

the maximum amount of distortion that the hash-

ing method can endure while allowing the identity

to be determined. This paper assumes that the per-

ceptual bound is proportional to the psychovisual

threshold of the query image obtained by using hu-

man visual system (HVS) models[4-5]. The psy-

chovisual threshold refers to the amount of pixel

values that could be modified without causing a

noticeable perceptual difference. As shown in Fig.

1, in most previous hash matching methods, the

decision whether the two images are perceptually

similar or not has been made by thresholding the

Hamming distance between two binary hashes, for

which the decision boundary is illustrated as a

Hamming sphere (dashed line). By including the

perceptual bound, which is represented by a solid

circle, in the hash matching, the decision boundary

for the hash matching can resemble human percep-

tion more closely. However, it is not feasible to

store all the psychovisual thresholds of a large

number of images in the hash database (DB) be-

cause of storage restrictions. This paper proposes

a hash matching method that utilizes the psychovi-

sual threshold of the query image in the hash

matching. Instead of extracting the binary hash

from the query image, we compute the probability

that the intermediate hash vector of the query im-

age belongs to each quantization bin by using the

perceptual bound, which is referred to as soft

quantization binning. We compute the probability

that the binary hash in the DB is generated from

the soft quantization binning of the query image.

This probability value is used for deciding whether

the query image corresponds to the binary hash in

the DB. As opposed to conventional symmetric

matching, which measures the Hamming distance

between two binary hashes, the proposed matching

method is called asymmetric[6]. Although there

have been studies employing asymmetric matching

in image retrieval[7-9] and multimedia hashing[6]

to improve the matching performance, the proposed

method incorporates the HVS model explicitly in

deriving the asymmetric dissimilarity. To the best

of the author’s knowledge, this is the first attempt

to use HVS in asymmetric matching. The perform-

ance of the proposed matching method was ex-

perimentally evaluated using thousands of images

having various types of distortion, which verified

that the proposed asymmetric matching method is

effective for improving the hash matching per-

formance as compared with the conventional

Hamming distance.

2. PROPOSED ASYMMETRIC HASH MATCHING 
METHOD

Functional diagrams of the symmetric and the

Fig. 1. Image hash and its perceptual bound. The solid 

ellipsoids around each image xi and its hash hi 

represent the perceptual bound. The dotted cir-
cle around each hash represents the Hamming 

sphere conventionally used for the Hamming 

distance.
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asymmetric hashing methods are shown in Fig. 2.

To construct an image identification system, we

first extract hashes from a number of images and

store them in a hash DB. The hash extraction

process comprises two steps: the intermediate hash

extraction and the quantization, also referred to as

binarization. In most cases, the intermediate hash

of an image is given by a real-valued vector. The

hash of an unknown query image is used for iden-

tification over the constructed hash DB. The can-

didates for the query hash are mostly obtained by

the nearest neighbor DB search. To these candi-

dates, the hash matching is applied for verification.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), conventional symmetric

matching compares the hash bits of the query im-

age with the hash bits stored in the DB. It should

be mentioned that, in the proposed asymmetric

matching method shown in Fig. 2(b), the auxiliary

information obtained by the HVS model is utilized

along with the intermediate hash of the query in

the hash matching. Various properties of the HVS

have been extensively studied to find the image in-

formation that can be removed without degrading

the subjective image quality, the results of which

has been used for designing quantization tables in

image coding and hiding a watermark signal in an

image. The auxiliary information for the asym-

metric matching considered in the proposed meth-

od is the psychovisual threshold obtained from the

HVS. The psychovisual threshold is such that

changes in the image below the threshold are not

noticeable[4]. By using the psychovisual threshold

of the query, we calculate the probability that the

binary hash in the DB is generated from the query

image. After normalization, the probability value is

used in hash matching. The proposed method

based on the HVS model is applied to the wave-

let-based image hash[10].

2.1 Hash Extraction and Perceptual Bound Estim-

ation

The image hash should be sufficiently concise,

typically of an order of hundred bits per image,

to allow the hashes of a large number of images

to be stored in a DB. As shown in Fig. 2, we first

extract an intermediate hash vector, which is

mostly real-valued, from an image and then quan-

tize it to a binary string. According to the charac-

teristics of the intermediate hash vector, we need

to choose an appropriate quantization method.

Using the assumption that the components of the

intermediate hash vector are sufficiently in-

dependent, each of its components is quantized in-

dependently using sign-based binarization [9-11].

Among many hashing methods [9-14], we chose

the one based on the Haar wavelet [10]. The ex-

tension of the proposed matching method in

Section 2.2 to other image hashing methods is quite

straightforward. In [15], it was shown that the de-

tail coefficients of the wavelet transform are sym-

metric around zero and can be modeled as i.i.d.

generalized Gaussian random variables. Thus,

Fig. 2. Overview of the hash DB construction and match-

ing. (a) Symmetric hash matching. (b) Proposed 

asymmetric hash matching based on the psy-

chovisual analysis.
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quantizing wavelet detail coefficients to binary bits

by taking their sign yields i.i.d. equiprobable bits,

which can be used as a hash to represent an image

[10]. According to this observation, we decompose

an image up to five levels using the Haar wavelet

and take the diagonal detail coefficients as an in-

termediate hash vector. The intermediate hash

vector is quantized by retaining their signs to form

a 256-bit hash for an image, as shown in Fig. 3.

The perceptual bound of the intermediate hash

vector, which is defined as the maximum amount

of distortion that the hashing method can endure,

is used in the proposed asymmetric matching. In

this paper, the perceptual bound is assumed to be

proportional to the psychovisual threshold of the

query image. Psychovisual threshold is maximal

gray-scale pixel differences that are guaranteed to

be imperceptible according to the spatial masking

model. We use the spatial masking model in [4],

which is also available as a matlab code [16]. Fig.

4 is the psychovisual threshold map of an image

using the spatial masking model in [4], where the

edges have much greater masking threshold than

the near-constant regions of the image. In the case

of linear transform methods, such as Haar wavelet

[10] and random projection [11] hashing, the inter-

mediate hash vector H I of an image I can be repre-

sented as the matrix product given by  

where the image I is assumed to be an N-dimen-

sional vector for notational convenience and G de-

notes the transform-coefficient matrix (N by d).

A distorted version of the image I is denoted by

I ’. We assume that the change caused by a dis-

tortion is bounded by the psychovisual threshold

map PM(I) of the image I, which is also assumed

to be a N-dimensional vector, as follows:

 ′ ≤PM  (1)

where λ is a positive constant. Then the change

of the intermediate hash due to the distortion is

given by

 ′   ′ ≤  ′ ≤ PM

(2)

where |G| denotes the element-wise absolute value

of G. The perceptual bound  of the intermediate

hash is defined as

   PM (3)

As in the quality factor in image compression

[5], the value of λ determines the distortion level

permissible by the hash matching for identifying

two hashes, where there is a tradeoff between the

robustness and the pairwise independence.

2.2 Asymmetric Matching Based on Soft Quanti-

zation Binning Using Perceptual Bound

It is almost impossible, or at least not feasible,

to include all the discriminant information of an

image in a sequence of hash bits. The remaining

discriminant information, which is not included in

the hash bits and thus is discarded, is referred to

as auxiliary information[6]. Because of storage and

memory restrictions, we cannot accommodate all

the auxiliary information of a large number of im-

ages in a hash DB. Instead of storing them, this

paper only utilizes the auxiliary information ob-

tained from the HVS of the query image in hash

matching. As shown in Fig. 2, the real-valued in-

termediate hash vector is first extracted from an

image and then quantized to obtain a binary hash.

In the asymmetric matching method, instead of di-

rectly quantizing the intermediate hash vector of

Fig. 3. Overview of the wavelet-based hash extraction.

Fig. 4. Psychovisual threshold map of an image using 

the HVS model in [4].
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the query, we compute the perceptual bound of the

intermediate hash vector, as shown in Fig. 3. The

perceptual bound is defined as the amount of dis-

tortion that is permissible by the image hashing

for identification of two hashes. Using the percep-

tual bound of the intermediate hash vector, we

compute the probability that the intermediate hash

vector belongs to each quantization bin, which is

referred to as soft quantization binning[14]. From

the soft quantization binning, we compute the

probability that the binary hash in the DB is gen-

erated from the query image. The probability value

is used for deciding whether the query image cor-

responds to the binary hash in the DB.

Let HQ be the d-dimensional intermediate hash

vector of the query image Q. Two-level quantiza-

tion used is for the Haar-wavelet hashing [10]; The

two quantization bins are denoted by R0 and R1

whose quantized values are 0 and 1 respectively.

Conventionally, symmetric distances, such as

Hamming or Euclidean, have been employed for

hash matching. Instead of symmetric distances, we

propose an asymmetric dissimilarity DA between

HQ and a quantized hash Cd as one minus the ratio

between their probabilities given by

     ∈ 

∈ 
(4)

where Rq and Rd are the quantization bins corre-

sponding to HQ and Cd, respectively. In practice,

in most image hashing methods [10-14], a scalar

quantizer is employed for the hash binarization un-

der the assumption that the elements of the inter-

mediate hash vector are statistically independent.

For scalar quantizers, to derive a closed-form rep-

resentation of DA, which is important for fast DB

verification, we assume that HQ
*[j], the j-th ele-

ment of the intermediate hash, follows the triangu-

lar distribution given by

(5)

where   is the perceptual bound for the j-th ele-

ment of the intermediate hash. In practice, the in-

tegration in (4) can be computed easily by using

one look-up table, parameterized by

 
    , of the cumulative dis-

tribution function of the triangular distribution in

(5). Fig. 5 illustrates the computation of ∈ 

and ∈  under the triangular-distribution

assumption, where the solid vertical lines represent

the quantization boundary.

Conventionally, symmetric distances, such as

Hamming or Euclidean, have been employed for

hash matching. Instead of symmetric distances, we

use the proposed asymmetric dissimilarity, which

is given by the normalized probability in (4). With

the intermediate hash vector of an image I denoted

by H I and a quantized hash C in DB, the hash

matching problem can be formulated as the follow-

ing hypothesis testing.

• L0: A quantized hash C is generated from an im-

age Q if the dissimilarity DA(HQ, C)is below a

certain threshold T.

• L1: A quantized hash C is not generated from

an image Q if the dissimilarity DA(HQ, C) is

above a certain threshold T.

For the selection of threshold T, the false alarm

rate P FA and false rejection rate PFR should be

considered. The false alarm rate PFA is the proba-

bility that different images are declared similar.

The false rejection rate PFR is the probability that

the images from the same image are declared

dissimilar. Both PFA and P FR are considered in

Fig. 5. Probability computation based on the triangular- 

distribution assumption over a scalar quantizer 

for the sign-based binarization [7].
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evaluating the performance of the proposed match-

ing method in Section 3.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of the proposed asymmetric

matching method was evaluated using the image

hash DB generated from the first 5000 images of

the MIR Flickr-25K image dataset, which include

indoor and outdoor scenes, people, vehicles, sport-

ing events, and paintings. After normalizing each

test image by taking their luminance component

and resizing them to 512 by 512, we extract the

quantized and the binary hash by applying the

wavelet-based hash extraction method described

in Section 2.1. Both the Hamming and the proposed

asymmetric distance were computed in hash

matching on the hash DB for performance

evaluation.

As mentioned in Section 2, the hash matching

is formulated as a hypothesis testing in which

there are typically two types of error: PFA and PFR.

There is a tradeoff between the two probabilities

in selecting the threshold T. For a fair comparison

of the proposed asymmetric distance with the

Hamming distance, which was originally employed

for the binary hash, the detection error tradeoff

(DET) curve, which plots the PFR versus the PFA,

was used. The DET curve is obtained by measur-

ing both error rates while varying the threshold T

used in the hash matching. PFA was calculated be-

tween all possible pairs of test images in the hash

DB. To calculate P FR, we tested the proposed

method against the following image processing

steps.

•WN: Adding Gaussian white noise with a mean

of zero and a standard deviation of 50.

• FT1: Applying the 5 by 5 median filter.

• FT2: Applying the 3 by 3 average filter.

• FT3: Applying the 3 by 3 unsharp contrast en-

hancement filter H given by

 




 
  
 






• HQ: Histogram Equalization.

• DT: Dithering with MATLAB default parame-

ters.

• FMLR: Applying the frequency mode Laplacian

removal (FMLR) [17,18].

• JPG1: JPEG compression of the quality factor

5%.

• JPG2: JPEG compression of the quality factor

75%.

Each test image was subjected sequentially to

a set of the selected distortions. We considered six

different sets of distortion. By computing the dis-

tance between the hashes from the original and the

corresponding distorted image using the threshold,

PFR was obtained. The resulting DET curve of the

considered wavelet-based hashing method is

shown in Fig. 6 for the Hamming distance and the

proposed asymmetric matching method with dif-

ferent values of λ. The value of λ determines the

perceptual bound, that is the amount of distortion

allowed by the hashing system, and should be ar-

ranged depending on the application scenario. For

example, if the hashing is for authentication pur-

poses, λ should be small. For identifying a scanned

version of an image, λ should be set at a larger

value. However, we found that with a wide range

of the λ values the proposed asymmetric dissim-

ilarity DA performed better than the conventional

Hamming distance for all the considered dis-

tortions. In particular, the proposed dissimilarity

performed more effectively than the Hamming dis-

tance in the low PFA region of the DET curve,

where most hashing systems operate in practice.

Although a noticeable performance gain was ob-

served in the DET curves when the proposed

matching method was used, the performance gain

was dependent on the type of image hashing meth-

ods and the type and amount of distortion. The in-

terplay between the amount of distortion and the
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matching parameter (such as λ and T) need to be

addressed. A promising theoretical result is re-

ported at [19] for an additive noise. However, it is

difficult to analyze practical situations since there

are plenty of image processing steps of those we

do not know the exact characteristics.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, we focused on hash matching and

proposed an asymmetric dissimilarity based on the

perceptual bound of a query image to improve hash

matching performance. By utilizing the perceptual

bound of the query image in the hash matching,

the proposed matching method is asymmetric, and

thus, it does not increase the size of the hash DB

and can be applied to the already constructed hash

DB without any update or modification. Statistical

modeling using the perceptual bound allows us to

compute the probability that the quantized hash in

the DB was generated from the query image. The

normalized probability was used as an asymmetric

dissimilarity measure in this study. By incorporat-

ing the HVS model explicitly in the derivation of

an asymmetric dissimilarity measure, the proposed

method is sufficiently general to be utilized for a

number of different hashing methods. In this study,

we applied the proposed method to wavelet-based

image hashing and tested its performance over

thousands of images with six different sets of im-

age distortion. The proposed asymmetric dissim-

ilarity was conducive to reducing matching errors

as compared with the conventional Hamming

distance. This implies that there may be a room

for improvement of hashing performance by using

human perceptual model. Future work includes a

more refined pdf modeling of the perceptual bound

and an extension of the proposed method to audio

or video hashing.
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